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A reader asks:
I am working through the material piled up from 2013 right now and I'm impressed with the amount of
topics that are covered and the matter-of-fact explanations that The Committee provides.
This is very unique to this website. [Where do I find the other documents, by the way? I got my hands on
this one by pure luck and there doesn't seem to be an archive.]
Something is troubling me regarding some parts of the information. I would want my questions to be
answered publically, for every reader:
1) Given that modern humans are technically of extraterrestrial origin - our ancestors colonizing this
planet after Mars and the dead planet from the asteroid belt - and evolved on Sirius, the Pleiades et
cetera, what about the other creatures on earth? Where did, for example, the trilobites come from? How
can the fossil column be integrated into what The Committee says?
2) What about the other human species that went extinct many thousand years ago? The Neanderthal,
the homo habilis, Lucy et cetera. After all, there are transitional species between humans and ape-like
ancestors. What happened to them?
3) The concept of panspermia (if you want to call it that) doesn't quite solve the problem of what
processes contribute to the creation of life. The Committee is good at describing how extraterrestrial
technology works - why not apply the same eye for detail to the first organic molecules? It would be nice
to have a picture in mind on how abiogenesis worked out exactly.
Thank you in advance.
===============
Great comments and questions.
Compiling an archive takes both time and a more expensive webhost plan, the former thing an expense
also. This website lives on voluntary reader donations. The time I can invest is a hobby. There are no
advertisements and no access charge is made. Were cash flow sufficient this site could be turned into one
resembling what is commercially popular.
Solution: e-books and now hardcopy paperbacks, published through Amazon. It's a great platform
because the application is free and compatible with any device. The books are…well, books. They cannot
be free. Yesterday's newspaper and dirty air are available at no cost, but not much else.
Which or what "other" documents? I'm certain this is obvious to someone, but I'm not getting it.
I hope reading past material is not "work", and that nobody feels things have "piled up", no tedium is
intended for anyone.
Go to the "Books" page of the website for archives, a page which I have to update now that (as of Friday
the 2nd of February, I think) my latest The Alien Handbook: A Guide To Extraterrestrials has also
become available directly from its publisher, besides all the other places offering it already.
On to the questions:
1.
The term "our ancestors" isn't quite correct, but it is not off the mark, either. Humans on Earth
were created by alien extraterrestrial visitors, by combining DNA of some Earth animals and from
themselves. Stop right there, with that thought; human capability means offspring carry traits from both
contributors. The alien extraterrestrials who created the first humanoids on Earth had (and still have) the
ability to modify the DNA itself, not just mix it. We humans know about mixing; the alien ETs know about
manipulation of the molecular structure, as we once did on Earth also, during the civilization of Atlantis.
We do NOT resemble the alien ET civilization that created us, and we do NOT resemble the animals from
which DNA was taken. That raw material was manipulated - changed - and what was created did not carry

a haphazard mixture of traits, characteristics and features from the several sources, the way we
understand genetics to happen.
Current humans did NOT evolve on planets from the star Sirius or the Pleiades cluster. We were created
by alien ET visitors who came from across the galaxy. Sirius and the Pleiades cluster are right around the
cosmic corner, by comparison. We are not a product of Arcturans, Canopians, Pleiadians or Sirians.
Almost all other animal and planet life has evolved from seeding carried out by the above civilizations,
and others. Most life on Earth no longer resembles the seeds, because of evolution.
Concludes The Committee: "This should frame, thus clarify your question on trilobites and fossils."
2.
The "transitional" species were the first humanoids, such as Neanderthal and Cro-Magnon.
Updates were made to the DNA by the same extraterrestrial visitors who created these humanoids, and
that is what resulted in modern mankind as it now exists. "Between" human and ape-like suggests
evolution occurred, starting with or involving apes as intermediate steps, and also chimpanzees to
humans. That evolution did NOT happen. Humans are not an evolved species from other Earth creatures.
3.
First, definitions for readers unfamiliar with or who have forgotten these terms & concepts, (such
as myself):

Panspermia, from Ancient Greek πãv (pan), meaning "all" and σπέρμα (sperma), meaning "seed", is
the hypothesis that life exists throughout the Universe, distributed by space dust, meteoroids,
asteroids, comets, planetoids, and also by spacecraft in the form of unintended contamination by
microorganisms.
Panspermia is a hypothesis proposing that microscopic life forms that can survive the effects of space,
such as extremophiles, and can become trapped in debris ejected into space after collisions between
planets and small Solar System bodies that harbor life. Some organisms may travel dormant for an
extended amount of time before colliding randomly with other planets or intermingling with
protoplanetary disks. Under certain ideal impact circumstances (into a body of water, for example)
and ideal conditions on a new planet's surfaces, it is possible the surviving organisms could become
active and begin to colonize their new environment. Panspermia is not meant to address how life
began, simply the method which might cause distribution through the Universe.
Abiogenesis, biopoiesis or informally the origin of life is the natural process by which life arises
from non-living matter, such as simple organic compounds. On Earth, the transition from non-living
to living entities was not a single event but a gradual process of increasing complexity. Abiogenesis is
studied through a combination of paleontology, chemistry and extrapolation from the characteristics
of modern organisms to determine how pre-life chemical reactions gave rise to life on Earth.

Says The Committee: "Both of the processes have occurred as suggested and are not a hypothesis. They
are true but not exclusive. Not all life has spread through the galaxy and universe in these ways, as the
revelation of alien extraterrestrial ability to travel will demonstrate. Much seeding of life has occurred,
and Earth has been a great recipient of this. Humans enjoy planting gardens and we say, from where do
you believe the love of this practice comes?
Concern arises among some humans regarding territory, sovereign control and borders but we say, when
the seeding of life take place, as it did on Earth, there is no sovereign control over a planet by another
civilization or by inhabitants upon it. There are no borders to cross or violate, no property right which
inures to the inhabitants of a territory.
The gardeners closely watch over development of life they plant, however they do not cultivate, cut,
fertilize or manipulate what occurs beyond what natural forces and decisions produce. This is the prime
directive concept which humans know well from your own science fiction.
The seeders remember well and in detail, the ways life was begun on their planets of origin and know that
in time and at the ideal moment for the benefit of the planet's inhabitants, the story of that specific
planet's origins and history will be explained.

They understand the effects of their presence, the reactions of a planet's inhabitants and the balance of
advantages & detriments. When a net gain derives, and no physical harm will come, the revelations and
explanations shall occur. The purpose alien extraterrestrial have is provide information to the benefit of
the receiving civilization, which the recipients have complete autonomy to use or reject. Recent
channelings on reiki are a good example, and as popular as it has become in the ninety years since its
revelation, it is rejected by a majority who come to know of it, especially those in medical or scientific
professions.
When alien extraterrestrials understand there will be a good chance information is used for general
benefit by mankind for itself, the information will begin to flow. The way life spread through the processes
the subject of this question will be laid out however other ways life has been spread by ravel and design,
will be explained also.
Amazed will humans be to learn how travel across the galaxy and between them can occur in a tiny, tiny
fraction of Earth time compared to current disbelief.
This information will not change Earth, and it will be many, many segments of Earth time passing along
before humans can develop and travel the galaxy in the same way. This means with a physical body. You
all can and do travel as your soul.
The mechanics, physics and methods of intra-galactic propulsion, maneuverability and navigation are the
least important aspects of the matter; far more important is behavior, actions and reactions to what will
be found.
Humans are not yet able, collectively, to manage the ideas that mankind is not alone, alien ET Earth
observation, visitation and protection. Much less can humans understand the great dangers and pitfalls
they represent for any civilization contacted which has not actively invited humans to come.
This understanding will come, much as it has across the galaxy and to your cousins from Canopus, Sirius,
Pleiades and Arctutrus.
Be well one and all. Do return."

